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Welcome to The Bentley Collection, an exclusive, handpicked
selection of luxurious pieces reflecting Bentley’s vision, passion
and revered craftsmanship.
Renowned for its iconic range of cars, Bentley represents an
outlook on life that seeks to make the most of every moment
– at home, at work and on the road. These timeless collections,
embracing elegant apparel, exquisitely crafted leather accessories
and contemporary home items, take their cue from Bentley’s rich
heritage and design language. They embody the essence of the
marque in their dedication to artistry, fine materials and meticulous
attention to detail.
Each luxurious item, from a sumptuous leather handbag to a versatile
Le Mans-inspired track jacket and a limited edition Bentley Blower
sculpture, is made to seamlessly become part of your home and life.
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ICONIC CLASSICS
COLLECTION
This timeless, highly covetable range of refined apparel
and luxurious accessories draws on the craftsmanship
for which Bentley is renowned. Echoing the sleek,
contemporary lines of the Continental GT – voted
one of the most iconic cars of the 21st century – each
piece has been meticulously crafted to exude sublime
style and elegance. Subtle features, including leather
cross-stitching and the matrix grille pattern, echo the
inimitable design of Bentley’s celebrated grand tourer.

MADE IN ITALY
Bentley sources the finest Italian leather for its handbags
and leather goods, handcrafted by skilled Tuscan artisans.

For centuries Tuscany has been renowned as a world centre of quality
leather production. Tanneries sprang up along the mighty River Arno,
principally between Florence and Pisa, to take advantage of the plentiful
supply of water needed for preparing the hides – preserving, dyeing and
transforming them into sumptuous leather. The process continues today,
with the leather then being cut, fitted, sewn and stitched by highly skilled
artisans in traditional ‘pelletterie’, which are workshops implicitly trusted
by global luxury brands to assist in the crafting of beautiful handbags.
Each bag takes between 15 and 20 hours to create, typically using
1.5 to 2 square metres of leather and incorporating impeccably fitted
handbag frames. The cross-stitching detail is executed by hand, an
extension of the precise artistry found within the interiors of Bentley cars.
Leather produced to the age-old art of Italian craftsmanship bears a
hallmark of unsurpassed quality and excellence, mirroring Bentley’s own
commitment to the highest standards of luxury.
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DIANA B HANDBAG Combining irresistible elegance with superior functionality, this classic handbag is sculpted from supple yet enduring calf leather and features beautiful hand cross-stitching, echoing
Bentley’s iconic styling lines, to the exterior. It offers three compartments, including a closed centre section with diamond quilt lining, secured with a baguette-shaped clasp featuring the iconic Bentley knurl
pattern. It also has a reassuringly soft opening and closing mechanism. The Italian-crafted bag is named after the pioneering aviator and daughter of Bentley chairman Woolf Barnato. Beluga, Rich Plum.
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DIANA B CLUTCH Classically chic, the luxurious leather clutch is enhanced by elegant hand cross-stitching on the front panels, a baguette-shaped clasp featuring the Bentley knurl pattern and a soft opening
and closing mechanism. The diamond-quilted interior contains a mobile phone slip pocket while a detachable chain adds versatility. Beluga, Rich Plum.
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Left to right, Diana B Clutch and
Diana B Handbag. Beluga, Rich Plum.
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Left to right, Mary P Tote Bag,
Mini Mary P Bag and Mary P Bag.
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MARY P BAG The luxurious calf’s leather bag, with a soft lamb’s leather interior, combines a generous, natural shape with practical features such as three compartments, slip pockets, a detachable shoulder
strap and a detachable wrist pouch. Bentley hallmarks include a removable wings emblem charm with polished metal mirror, diamond quilted lamb nappa leather on the central zipped compartment,
Bentley wing-inspired front panels and cross-stitched handles. The Italian-crafted bag is inspired by the adventurous and intrepid spirit of Mary Petre Bruce, a record-breaking motorist, speedboat racer
and aviator in the 1920s and 1930s. Beluga, Light Graphite, Rich Plum.
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MINI MARY P BAG (top and opposite) The mini version of the Mary P bag embraces many of the same exquisite features. The leather-lined interior conceals a slip pocket for mobile devices and a side
zip pocket. Bespoke details include a detachable Bentley wings emblem charm, polished metal mirror and bespoke palladium-plated metalware. Cross-stitched handles and a detachable shoulder strap complete
the stylish look. Beluga, Rich Plum.
MARY P TOTE BAG (bottom and right) The elegant tote is superbly spacious yet exceptionally elegant. Practical features within the diamond-quilted nappa leather interior include a wide side zip pocket, slip
pockets for mobile devices and detachable wrist pouch and shoulder strap. Finishing touches include a removable wings emblem charm and polished metal mirror, bespoke palladium-plated metalware and front
panels that echo the Bentley wings silhouette. Beluga, Light Graphite, Rich Plum.
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LADIES LEATHER JACKET The epitome of timeless style, this fully lined jacket, crafted in 100% lamb nappa leather, is designed to enhance the feminine silhouette with twinned seams, straight fluting
and a flattering horseshoe-shaped lower back. A matrix grille lining echoes the winged shape of the Continental GT dashboard. Signature Bentley cross-stitching features on the twinned seams and
hand-stitched hanging loop, while bespoke Bentley knurled zip pullers add a further discreetly luxurious detail. Beluga, Dove Grey, Rich Plum.
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Ladies Silk Scarf, in Blush/Plum (top left)
and Dove Grey/Rich Plum (bottom right),
and Ladies Silk Square, in Navy/White
(top right) and Navy/Green (bottom left).
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LADIES SILK SCARF (left) Artistically depicted on this luxurious silk scarf with hand-rolled edges is the art deco facade of the ‘Home of Bentley’ in Crewe. Blush/Plum, Dove Grey/Rich Plum.
LADIES SILK SQUARE (right) The art deco facade of Bentley’s factory in Crewe, together with a compass and globe reflecting Continental grand touring, are illustrated on a 100% screen-printed
silk square with hand-rolled edges. Navy/Green, Navy/White.
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LADIES CLIP PURSE (left) A Bentley knurl clasp gives stylish elegance to this envelope-style purse in soft leather, featuring a zipped coin pocket and 12 card slots echoing the Bentley wings shape. Beluga.
LADIES CASHMERE WRAP (right) This pure cashmere jacquard woven wrap is subtly embellished with Bentley’s diamond quilt pattern and features a palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Blush, Dove Grey.
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LADIES JUMPER (left and opposite) Supremely comfortable in a wool and cashmere mix, this crew-neck jumper with a matrix grille-inspired pattern embraces the ultimate in smart-casual style. It features
a subtle palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Dove Grey.
LADIES TUNIC (middle) This 100% silk long-sleeved tunic with stepped collar cuff detail and mother-of-pearl buttons is a timeless wardrobe classic. Features a subtle palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Blush.
SHIRT (right) Debonair yet relaxed, the 100% cotton jacquard tailored shirt has darted seams for a slim-fit, Bentley’s distinctive matrix grille pattern and mother-of-pearl buttons. White.
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KNITTED SCARF (left) This elegant scarf in a sumptuous wool and cashmere mix features the distinctive yet subtle matrix grille pattern and a discreet palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Dove Grey.
KNITTED HAT (left) Complementing the Knitted Scarf, the stylish downy wool and cashmere blend hat features the subtle matrix grille pattern and palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Dove Grey.
LADIES DIAMOND PATTERN GLOVES (top) Classic soft leather gloves, embellished with a diamond quilt pattern, Plum piping and a 100% cashmere lining. Beluga.
LADIES PONCHO (bottom and opposite) Divinely soft in wool and cashmere, this elegant poncho has matrix grille knitted detail to the sides, an elegantly wide double-tunnel collar and palladium-plated
Bentley wings plaque. Dove Grey.
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DIAMOND PATTERN GLOVES (top) Soft lamb nappa leather gloves, featuring a diamond quilt pattern, distinctive Plum piping and a 100% cashmere lining. Beluga.
CASHMERE SCARF (bottom and right) Bentley’s distinctive diamond quilting inspires the pattern of this 100% cashmere jacquard woven scarf. Graphite, Plum.
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LEATHER JACKET Crafted from sumptuous, 100% lamb nappa leather, this beautiful jacket features twinned seams and straight fluting inspired by the Continental GT’s exquisite details, and a
flattering horseshoe-shaped lower back. Inimitable Bentley touches include bespoke zip pullers, a matrix grille lining echoing the winged shape of the dashboard and a handstitched hanging loop
with a cross-stitch pattern. Fully lined. Beluga.
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KNITTED POLO SHIRT (left) With Bentley cross-stitching detail to the shoulder area, bulls-eye vent buttons and a discreet palladium-plated Bentley plaque, this deluxe cotton and cashmere mix polo shirt
is stylish and contemporary. Rich Plum.
POLO SHIRT (right) In 100% cotton, the luxuriously soft and silky polo shirt features bespoke bulls-eye vent buttons and cross-stitch shoulder detail. This top-drawer staple is indisputably Bentley.
Features a discreet palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Dove Grey.
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BENTLEY EYEWEAR
Lightweight but strong,
sculptural yet finely detailed,
and distinguished by the
emblematic Bentley ‘B’, each
piece in our eyewear collection
is handcrafted to the highest
standards. Zeiss polarised
lenses ensure supreme clarity
in all road conditions.
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WOOD VENEER (top left) Brown wenge and ash wood. WOOD VENEER DARK TINT (top right and far right) Black bubinga wood.
ACETATE & LIGHT GUN TITANIUM (middle left) Black acetate with titanium light gun temple. ACETATE & 18CT GOLD (middle right) Black acetate with gold-plated temple.
ACETATE & TITANIUM DARK TINT (bottom left) Black acetate and dark titanium. ACETATE & TITANIUM (bottom right) Dark grey acetate and light titanium temple.
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LADIES STORM SYSTEM JACKET (left and opposite) This sophisticated performance jacket benefits from the Loro Piana Storm System®, making it fully waterproof and wind-resistant while remaining comfortably
breathable. With twinned seams on the front, a zipped chest and side pockets, the stylish all-weather jacket is enhanced by a sumptuous shearling collar and shaped hood, and a soft leather diamond-quilted interior
zip pocket. Features a palladium-plated plaque with laser-engraved Bentley wings. Rich Plum.
STORM SYSTEM JACKET (right) The luxury performance jacket benefits from the Loro Piana Storm System®, a completely waterproof and wind-resistant combination of natural fibres and technology for a breathable,
functional jacket. Easy to wear while offering full protection, the elegantly simple design features twinned seams on the front, and a soft shearling collar with shaped hood. Two interior zip pockets feature soft lamb
nappa diamond quilted leather with contrast colour stitch. A leather half-moon yoke includes a hand cross-stitched hanging loop in a contrast colour. Features a palladium-plated Bentley wings plaque. Graphite.
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Every piece in our collection features the exceptional
design and quality you would expect from Bentley.
But sometimes your perfect piece requires a
personalised finishing touch. The Bespoke Collection
enables you to customise luxurious luggage
ensembles, individual luggage items or a leather
desk set to match the interior of your car. For the
ultimate indulgence, you can even commission a
totally unique scale-model Continental GT.
Bespoke items are made to order.
Please contact your Authorised Bentley Retailer
to confirm details and lead times.

MASTERPIECES IN MINIATURE
Meticulous attention to detail and thousands of hours of work go
into crafting the exquisite scale model of the new Continental GT.
Admire the new Bentley Continental GT, model year 2018, at close range
and you will be thrilled by the exacting details, including the immaculate
steering wheel cross-stitching and lustrous veneer throughout the carefully
crafted cabin. Not only can these features be found within our cars, they are
also available to enjoy in a bespoke 1:8 scale model. Everything from the
paint, hide and colour configuration to the seat quilting or fluting, veneer
and alloys, can be tailored to your individual specification.
Data from the real Bentley Continental GT was used to create the initial
stunning scale model, the crafting of which took approximately 3,000
man-hours. This model is now used as the template to be replicated in
scrupulous detail for each new order.
To ensure complete accuracy, the initial model was assembled under the
close supervision and expert scrutiny of the Bentley Styling team, and is
now painstakingly replicated for each model upon order. More than 1,000
pieces are used to hand-build the collector’s piece, which takes around 300
hours. All colours and finishes are precision-matched to Bentley’s authentic
exterior paints, leathers and veneers for a truly exquisite piece.
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NEW CONTINENTAL GT 1:8 Create your perfect Bentley in replica scale. Commission an immaculately faithful facsimile of the new Continental GT, 2018 model year, and exercise your inimitable flair and creativity
in its design. Choose your preferred paint, interior colour split, veneer, wheels, seat design and contrast stitching to build a fully personalised and exclusive replica, designed to give enduring pleasure.
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CONTINENTAL GT LUGGAGE Beautifully crafted luggage pieces can be made to your individual taste, employing the same colours and materials used in the Continental GT. The pieces are available to order as
individual items, or you can commission a bespoke set made up of four pieces – two large bags and two small – designed to harmonise with the interior hide combination of your car. The luggage is ingeniously
designed to combine a soft bag look with hard case compartment functionality that opens fully flat. The exterior features convertible car roof fabric and leather, adorned with a unique diamond quilt pattern.
The large bag is the perfect travel companion for any weekend getaway and is fitted with a unique, aluminium frame, which provides a ‘floating above ground’ effect, and practical shoulder strap. The accessory
bags are ideal for storing shoes, electrical products and other items in style.
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BENTAYGA LUGGAGE Commission your own luggage to complement your Bentayga interior hide colour combination. Available as individual bespoke pieces or as a full set of two large bags and two
small bags, the unique leather bags fit comfortably into your Bentayga luggage compartment. Stylish yet hardy, like its namesake, each 100% leather bag combines the attributes of a traditional case and
a casual weekender. Practical features include two large-capacity sections sealed by zipped flaps, a base crafted from water-resistant ballistic nylon, and grip handles with integrated magnets to ensure
perfect coupling and carry-mode memory position.
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MULSANNE AND MULSANNE SPEED LUGGAGE The sets, which fit perfectly in the luggage compartment of the Mulsanne and Mulsanne Speed, comprise two large cases, two small cases and two garment
carriers. Available in all Mulsanne interior car hide colours, the full leather set or separate individual pieces can be commissioned to match your specific interior scheme. Taking up to 135 hours to craft by hand,
the luggage is embossed with the Bentley wings logo and features monogram Bentley lining and a sliding handle support with knurling. For additional personalisation, choose engraved sterling silver plaques. The
Mulsanne Speed set also has a front case panel inspired by the car’s unique seat.
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DESK SET For enjoying the timeless design and elegance of your Bentley in your office, match this four-piece leather desk set to the interior hide of your vehicle. The elegant collection comprises
two letter trays, a stationery tray and a writing mat. Crafted from the same leather as used on the interior of our cars, the set can be ordered in any colour from Bentley’s leather colour palette.
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COLOUR COLLECTION
Bold, bright and beautiful, this eye-catching collection
draws from Bentley’s extensive colour palette,
celebrating the marque’s array of astonishing
shades. In this collection of desirable accessories
and easy, contemporary apparel, amazing hues such
as Dragon Red and Kingfisher Blue are further
enlivened with contrasting Living Green accents.
Each piece is designed to add a striking flourish to
any wardrobe, office or home.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECT COLOURS
Bentley’s dazzling, exclusive range of colours has been carefully
developed by Bentley’s imaginative Colour and Trim team.
Every breathtaking Bentley colour has taken years to develop, evolving
perhaps from a senior designer’s inspirational moment at a fashion show
or furniture fair and culminating in a truly unique hue, designed to outlive
any passing trend and take its well-earned place in the Bentley palette.
Whether attending international trade shows, scouring magazines or
simply strolling through a forest, members of the Colour and Trim team
are constantly seeking new ideas.
Our striking range of colours is completely exclusive to Bentley and
has been carefully designed to harmonise with others in the range to
ensure owners can create their perfect colour combination. Each colour
is designed to delight those within the car and excite those outside, with
careful consideration given – and rigorous testing carried out – to achieve
perfection on both sides of the glass. Happily all the vibrant shades in
this collection passed with flying colours.
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POLO SHIRT With matrix grille and Living Green details, a knitted collar, Bentley buttons and raised Bentley emblem, this men’s pique cotton polo shirt is perfect for casual dressing. Black, Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, White.
LADIES POLO SHIRT This pure cotton polo shirt has a flattering neckline and cut, stylish matrix grille detailing and Living Green piping. A short button tab and Bentley button on the sleeve add eye-catching details.
Available in a range of bright, stylish shades. Black, Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, White.
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LADIES LIGHT DOWN JACKET (left) Sumptuously soft and light as the duck feathers that fill it, this flattering and elegant down jacket will see you through the seasons. Features a stylised ‘B’ cuff button,
Living Green placket detailing and a raised Bentley emblem on the sleeve. Black, Kingfisher Blue.
LIGHT DOWN JACKET (right) Supremely adaptable lightweight and warm contemporary jacket with a stylised ‘B’ cuff button, Living Green placket detailing and a raised Bentley badge on the sleeve.
Features a standing collar, two zipped outer pockets and an additional interior pocket for added practicality. Black, Dragon Red.
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BASEBALL CAP In 100% twill cotton with contrasting Living Green piping, these adjustable baseball caps sport a raised Bentley emblem to the front, distinctive diamond quilt pattern to the underside of the peak
and a stylised ‘B’ on the buckle. Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, Portland, White.
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TECHNICAL BASEBALL CAP (top and bottom left) Inspired by the sporting performance of our cars, this flexible-fit cap features carbon fibre fabric on the lower shield and a tonal rubber Bentley logo.
GOLF UMBRELLA (top and bottom middle) Lightweight, yet with a generous 60in supremely water-resistant canopy, this umbrella features a soft-touch rubber handle with a stylised ‘B’ base, fibreglass pole,
vented double canopy and a discreet metallic Bentley emblem on one panel.
COMPACT UMBRELLA (top and bottom right) Featuring a silver and grey matrix grille pattern, this durable and stylish umbrella springs into instant wet-weather action at the touch of a stylised ‘B’ button.
The timeless pattern on a single ply fabric is supported by FARE® FlexBar ‘windproof’ design and opens to an approximate diameter of 42in.
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MATRIX GRILLE MUG
These vibrant porcelain mugs are
inspired by some of Bentley’s most
popular paint shades. Dragon Red,
Portland, Kingfisher Blue, White.
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TRAVEL TRAY (top and bottom left) This ingenious handcrafted leather tray for keys, coins or other important small items has popper-fastened corners for quick assembly and easy stowing. Black, Dragon Red,
Kingfisher Blue, Portland.
BAG TAG (top right) This handmade leather luggage tag, embossed with the Bentley wings emblem, features an adjustable strap and chrome Bentley engraved buckle. On the reverse side, a clear window
features your contact details card. Black, Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, Portland.
WINGS KEYRING (bottom right) Never mislay keys again with this distinctive leather fob emblazoned with a Bentley wings emblem. Black, Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, Portland.
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BENTLEY B KEYFOB (top and bottom left) A stylised ‘B’ on a bespoke stainless-steel buckle is complemented by a leather strap inspired by Bentley’s exterior colour palette. Black, Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, White.
TRAVEL POUCH (top middle and right) Beautiful and versatile, this handcrafted leather pouch features an embossed Bentley emblem, a long zip for convenient opening and a waterproof lining. Black, Dragon Red,
Kingfisher Blue, Portland.
NOTEBOOK (bottom right) This stylish, quality, soft-touch A5 notebook is embossed with the Bentley emblem and includes a matrix grille print inside the front and back covers and an inner rear pocket, as well as
perforated pages for easy removal. Black, Dragon Red, Kingfisher Blue, White.
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BALL PEN
This sleek and smooth writing tool features
the distinctive Bentley matrix grille
mesh detail on the brass and aluminium
barrel. Available in five tones inspired by
the Bentley palette. Black, Dragon Red,
Kingfisher Blue, Living Green, White.
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CHILDRENS POLO SHIRT
These pure-cotton polo shirts
are embellished with Living
Green contrast details and a
raised Bentley logo. Dragon
Red, Kingfisher Blue.
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CONTINENTAL RIDE-ON CAR (left) Inspired by the Continental GT and expertly colour matched to the car, this ride-on car is equipped with a functional steering wheel, a horn and a selection of musical tones,
with storage space incorporated below the seat. A rear anti-topple feature makes it safe for play both indoors and out. Age two to four years. Kingfisher Blue, St James’ Red.
2-IN-1 LANYARD (right) Carry keys and passes with stylish ease. Features the iconic stylised Bentley ‘B’ on the stainless-steel bespoke buckle, with a detachable matrix grille patterned lanyard so that it can be
used as a standalone keyring. Dragon Red, Highland Hare, Kingfisher Blue, Portland.
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HERITAGE COLLECTION
Bentley has given a modern twist to its rich racing
heritage, creating a highly desirable collection of
contemporary pieces that pay tribute to the marque’s
timeless spirit of passion, adventure and
performance. Influenced by classic colours and
materials, the range exudes effortless, relaxed style.
The car maker’s 1920s victories at Le Mans are
celebrated alongside the glamorous on- and off-track
lifestyles of the era, with dashing leather jackets,
irresistible race bags and desirable accessories
drawing inspiration from the original Bentley Boys.
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HERITAGE LEATHER JACKET Channel the exhilarating spirit of the Bentley Boys in this timeless, soft lamb’s leather jacket. A detachable wool collar, which can be styled open casually or closed for added warmth,
makes it seasonally versatile, roomy pockets ensure practicality and decorative straight fluting to the shoulder area adds inimitable Bentley style. Cognac.
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LEATHER HOLDALL This generous, Italian-crafted holdall in sumptuous soft leather is enhanced with a Dark Sapphire jacquard lining featuring the Bentley Blower image. The timeless, classic style is
enhanced by a separate lower zipped compartment embellished with straight fluting, echoing the seat designs of 1920s Bentley models. Cognac.
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LADIES LE MANS POLO SHIRT (left and opposite) In stylish heritage shades, this contemporary, cotton colour block polo shirt features white tipping details and Le Mans and Union Flag racing badges.
Dark Sapphire/Red/White.
LE MANS POLO SHIRT (right) The classic-cut cotton polo shirt, with white collar and cuff detail, features a Bentley Le Mans racing badge and Union Flag. Dark Sapphire.
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GIRLS LE MANS DRESS Perfect for any occasion, this soft cotton, colour block dress features a ribbed polo-style collar, pleated skirt and Bentley Le Mans racing badge and Union Flag. Dark Sapphire/Red/White.
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LE MANS TRACK JACKET (left and opposite) Stylishly casual, soft cotton zip-up jacket in classic shades and a contemporary colour block style. Features a high loose collar, two side pockets and a diagonal zip with
decorative piping, as well as a Le Mans racing badge and Union Flag. Dark Sapphire/Red/White.
LADIES LE MANS TRACK JACKET (right) A contemporary high loose collar, decorative diagonal zip and heritage colour block scheme make this relaxed zip-up cotton jacket the height of vintage-inspired casual
style. Dark Sapphire/Red/White.
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STRIPE POLO SHIRT (left) Classic stripes combined with Bentley Le Mans and Union Flag badges give this comfortable jersey cotton polo shirt a cool, modern edge. Grey Melange/Dark Sapphire/White.
BOYS STRIPE POLO SHIRT (middle) Designed for the young aficionado, this jersey cotton polo shirt is adorned with the Bentley Le Mans racing badge and Union Flag. Grey Melange/Dark Sapphire/White.
LADIES STRIPE POLO SHIRT (right) Soft jersey cotton and stylish stripes create a flattering silhouette in this contemporary polo shirt. Featuring a Bentley Le Mans racing badge and Union Flag. Grey Melange/
Dark Sapphire/White.
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LE MANS RUGBY SHIRT (left) Horizontal stripes distinguish this classic longsleeve rugby shirt, which also features a white woven collar, Le Mans racing badge and Union Flag. Dark Sapphire/Red/White.
BOYS LE MANS RUGBY SHIRT (middle) The spirit of Le Mans is reflected in the children’s version of this 100% cotton striped rugby shirt with Bentley racing badge, Union Flag and white woven collar.
Dark Sapphire/Red/White.
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LADIES KNITTED JUMPER (left and top middle) Crafted in luxurious Merino wool and cashmere, this V-neck jumper with contrast detailing is emblazoned with the iconic No. 9 logo on the back and features a
raised Bentley emblem on the chest. Light Grey.
LADIES PRINT T-SHIRT (top right) Bentley Girls can make their mark in this cotton T-shirt depicting the Hon Mrs Victor Bruce, record-breaking Bentley driver, speedboat racer and aviator. Bentley emblem
print to the neck. Grey.
LADIES BIRKIN SPOT SCARF (bottom right) The elegantly lightweight scarf in 100% silk chiffon recalls the iconic scarf worn by Sir Tim Birkin on his Le Mans laps. Dark Sapphire.
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LADIES CLUB JACKET
This flattering quilted jacket, filled
with ethically sourced down, is a
perfect lightweight staple for cooler
days. Featuring two front pockets
and an iconic Bentley emblem on the
sleeve. Dark Sapphire.
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CLUB JACKET
This contemporary styled, ethically sourced
down quilted jacket features two front
pockets, two inside pockets and an iconic
felt Bentley emblem on the sleeve.
Dark Sapphire.
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KNITTED JUMPER (left) Traditionally styled and highly versatile, this Merino wool and cashmere V-neck jumper features the iconic No. 9 on the sleeve, a raised Bentley logo to the chest and a decorative elbow patch. Light Grey.
BIRKIN SPOT TIE (top middle) A modern interpretation of Sir Tim Birkin’s trademark scarf, which cut a dash on the racetracks of Europe in the 1920s. Pure Italian silk. Dark Sapphire.
KNITTED TIE (top right) The stylish and versatile knitted tie in pure Italian silk complements both formal and casual looks. Yellow detailing makes a subtle statement. Dark Sapphire.
LONGSLEEVE PRINT T-SHIRT (bottom middle) The iconic Bentley Blower is depicted to eye-catching effect on the front of this cotton longsleeve shirt. Dark Sapphire.
WHEEL SPINNER CUFFLINKS (bottom right) Echoing the wheel spinners from W.O. Bentley’s 1930 Bentley 8-litre masterpiece, these rhodium-plated cufflinks are enchantingly unique.
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4.5 LITRE BLOWER 1:18 (left) A stunning piece of motoring history, this exquisitely finished model of the Bentley Blower that first raced to fame at Brooklands in 1929 is replicated as a die-cast model with
authentic interior trim, a detailed engine compartment, free turning wheels and opening bonnet and doors.
BENTLEY BLOWER KEYRING (top right) This stainless steel and enamel keyring is inspired by the 1930 Bentley Blower driven by Sir Tim Birkin at Le Mans. Laser engraved with the Bentley emblem to the rear. Racing Green.
NO. 9 KEYRING (bottom right) In tribute to the Bentley Le Mans ‘Team Blower’ of 1930, an embroidered No. 9 decorates this Italian-crafted leather keyring. Embossed with the Bentley emblem to the rear.
Racing Green/Beluga.
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BOYS KNITTED JUMPER (left and top middle) The round-neck jumper in a mix of Merino wool and cashmere includes a decorative elbow patch, contrasting neckband and iconic No. 9 on the sleeve. It’s sure to
delight any young Bentley Boy. Light Grey.
BOYS PRINT T-SHIRT (top right) An artistic representation of the iconic Bentley Blower adorns this pure cotton T-shirt with contrasting red crew-neck. Light Grey.
NEWBORN GIFT SET (bottom middle and right) For young Bentley Boys and Girls, this adorable cotton two-piece sports No. 9 styling on the sleeve and Union Flag press studs. Light Grey/Dark Sapphire.
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HERITAGE RACER The 4.5-litre car that won Le Mans in 1928 – so celebrated that it was guest of honour at a celebration dinner at the Savoy in London – is recreated as a metal ride-on model in British Racing
Green with a luxurious leather seat and steering wheel. Age two years and over.
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BIRKIN TEDDY BEAR (left) Charismatic Sir Tim Birkin, perhaps the most famous ‘Bentley Boy’, is spirited into this cuddly bear clad in his signature Birkin spot scarf and driving jacket.
RACE BAG NO. 9 (top right) Reminiscent of the Bentley racing team of the 1920s and 1930s, this bag of great style recalls the golden era of motorsport. Featuring storage compartments, the fully-lined,
leather bag offers a contemporary twist on a classic style. Racing Green/Beluga.
NO. 9 BACKPACK (bottom middle and right) This lavish leather backpack is emblazoned with the iconic No. 9 and features diamond quilting to the rear. Quick, easy opening via hidden magnets beneath the
buckles, adjustable shoulder straps and a padded laptop compartment make it a practical and stylish choice for all occasions.
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BUSINESS COLLECTION
From the elegantly practical to the simply beautiful,
our range of understated business accessories exudes
unmistakable Bentley style. The finest materials and
finishes have been applied to beautifully crafted luggage,
discreetly elegant jewellery and stylish cufflinks and ties.
All are enhanced with iconic Bentley touches, inspired
by the marque’s distinctive design details, and tailored
to fit seamlessly into your working day.

Back to front, Barnato
Handbag with Ladies Silk
Scarf, Continental Handbag
and Mini Continental Handbag.

CONTINENTAL HANDBAG (top left and far right) Classically styled Italian-made leather bag based on the iconic Bentley wing shape, lined in lamb’s leather with distinctive quilting, iconic knurling on the metal
accessories, and matching cosmetic pouch. Burnt Oak, Dark Sapphire.
MINI CONTINENTAL HANDBAG (top right) Smaller but perfectly formed version of the Continental Handbag with multiple interior pockets, lamb’s leather quilted lining and detachable shoulder strap. Burnt Oak.
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Left to right, Continental Handbag, Ladies
Briefcase, Barnato Handbag, Continental
Briefcase and Continental Weekender.
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CONTINENTAL BRIEFCASE (left and bottom middle) Influenced by the iconic shape of the Bentley wings, the calf leather briefcase features two symmetrical zipped overlaid pockets, as well as laptop and
document compartments. Details include engraved flush buckle holders, cross-stitched handles and an adjustable padded shoulder strap. Burnt Oak, Dark Sapphire.
CONTINENTAL WEEKENDER (top right) A contemporary design based on the iconic wing shape of the Bentley dashboard, this holdall has two symmetrical zipped pockets that wrap around to the sides and a
soft woven matrix grille pattern lining. Crafted in Italy from 100% leather featuring signature cross-stitched handles and adjustable padded shoulder strap. Burnt Oak, Dark Sapphire.
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LADIES BRIEFCASE
A timeless staple, this calf-leather case (this page and opposite,
bottom right) combines the style of the Barnato Handbag with the
practicality of a briefcase. Inspired in shape by the winged
dashboard, it has two spacious compartments with a zipped pocket
for small items, a leather cosmetic pouch and removable shoulder
strap. It is adorned with a palladium-plated Bentley wings emblem.
Burnt Oak, Dark Sapphire.
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BARNATO HANDBAG The Italian-made leather bag is crafted in calf leather and lined in supremely soft quilted lamb’s leather. A jewel-like metal clasp, matching cosmetic pouch and intricately knurled metal
accessories make it a truly standout piece, inspired by the spirit of Diana Barnato, the first British woman to break the sound barrier. Burnt Oak, Dark Sapphire.
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LADIES BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
(far left) The perfect complement to the
quilted ladies’ purses features a gusseted
card pocket and three slip pockets. Beluga.
LADIES ENVELOPE PURSE
(middle) An Italian-crafted leather purse in
Bentley’s signature diamond-quilt pattern.
Featuring a zipped coin pocket and multiple
card pockets. Beluga.
LADIES ZIP PURSE
(right) The embossed diamond-quilted
pattern found in Bentley interiors, combined
with a stylised ‘B’, makes this generous zip
purse a truly unique accessory. Beluga.
Shown with the Ladies Bulls-Eye Necklace.
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BRIEFCASE (top and bottom left, and opposite) With a design inspired by the iconic wing of the Bentley dashboard, this contemporary briefcase in genuine calf leather with soft nylon matrix grille lining
features two symmetrical zipped overlaid pockets that wrap around the sides and compartments for a laptop, documents and small items. Beluga.
TRAVEL WALLET (top and bottom middle) Stylish zipped leather travel accessory, generously designed with compartments for cards, banknotes and receipts. Crafted from Italian natural grain leather. Beluga.
BUSINESS OVERNIGHT BAG (top and bottom right) A combined briefcase and overnight bag, this indispensable leather bag features front symmetrical zipped pockets, interior compartments for laptop and
documents, and a soft matrix grille lining with leather details. Features a separate compartment for clothing and a comfortable adjustable shoulder strap. Crafted from Italian 100% natural grain leather. Beluga.
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Grand Tour Travel Bags and Grand Tour
Accessory Bags are available individually
or as part of a set.
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GRAND TOUR TRAVEL BAG (top and bottom left) This elegant, highly functional travel bag is stylishly designed in a combination of leather and Continental GT Convertible roof fabric. The laser-cut diamond
quilting exterior is complemented with woven matrix grille pattern lining. Blending the style of a soft bag with the practical compartment functionality of a hard case, it conforms to most airline cabin luggage size
requirements. It is mounted on an aluminium frame that provides a ‘floating above ground’ effect to protect the bottom of the bag and opens fully flat. Beluga/Portland.
GRAND TOUR ACCESSORY BAG (top and bottom right) Complementing the Grand Tour Travel Bag, this generous, diamond-quilted leather piece includes two shoe bags and a matrix grille pattern lining. Ideal for
carrying footwear and other accessories in style. Beluga/Portland.
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SOFT TRAVEL BAG LARGE (left back and top right) Combining the qualities of a traditional luggage case with a casual soft weekender, this 100% Italian-crafted leather bag opens flat for full practicality.
Elements of Bentayga’s dashboard and seat are echoed in the exterior ‘V’ shape. Two large sections are held in place by zipped flaps. Grip handles feature integrated magnets for perfect coupling and
carry-mode memory position, and a water-resistant base offers protection. Beluga.
SOFT TRAVEL BAG SMALL (left front) This compact, versatile genuine leather bag melds the qualities of a luggage case with a soft weekender. Opening fully flat, yet retaining a casual appearance when
closed, it features the ‘V’ shape inspired by Bentayga’s central dashboard and seat. Grip handles with integrated magnets ensure perfect coupling and a set of pull-handles at either end enable easy extraction. Beluga.
CROOKED HANDLE CLASSIC UMBRELLA (bottom right) The classically elegant umbrella features a hand-stitched leather handle and matrix grille pattern on the canopy’s underside. Black.
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REVERSIBLE BELT AND LADIES REVERSIBLE BELT (left) These leather belts for men and women offer ingenious versatility with their easy black/brown colour switch. They are distinguished by a bespoke
palladium-plated brass buckle featuring the Bentley wings and knurling detail.
BENTLEY KEY USB (top right) This 32GB capacity USB memory stick is shaped like the Bentley key. A press button activates the sliding mechanism. Black.
BENTLEY B KEYRING (middle right) This compact, finely crafted, chrome-plated keyring features a stylised Bentley ‘B’ on black and beautiful knurling detail.
KEY CASE (bottom right) Designed for the Flying Spur, this leather case features a bespoke press stud with stylised Bentley ‘B’ logo. Beluga.
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Clockwise from far left, Business
Card Holder, Wallet with Coin Case,
Credit Card Holder and Billfold Wallet.
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WALLET WITH COIN CASE (top left) The soft yet structured leather wallet features 12 card pockets, a coin purse and sections for banknotes, and is decorated with a palladium-plated Bentley wings emblem. Beluga.
CREDIT CARD HOLDER (top right) There is ample space for notes and up to 18 credit cards in this smart leather cardholder featuring the Bentley emblem and crafted in Italy. Beluga.
BUSINESS CARD HOLDER (bottom left) A refined Beluga leather cardholder with large gusseted pocket and three slip pockets. Embellished with the Bentley wings emblem. Beluga.
BILLFOLD WALLET (bottom right) Keep cards and banknotes secure in this elegant leather wallet featuring the Bentley emblem. Beluga.
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TAIL LAMP CUFFLINKS (top left) Inspired by the twin ellipses in the rear tail lamps, these red enamel and rhodium-plated cufflinks are etched with Bentley’s emblematic wings on the rear.
KNURLING CUFFLINKS (top right) The distinctive pattern on Bentayga’s gear lever head is reproduced in these sterling silver and black enamel cufflinks with signature knurling and T-bar fastenings.
ORGAN STOP CUFFLINKS (bottom left) Bentley ‘organ stops’, which regulate cabin air flow, are faithfully replicated on these rhodium-plated cufflinks featuring laser-etched wings on the rear.
GEAR STICK CUFFLINKS (bottom right) Add aplomb to your outfit with rhodium-plated and black enamel cufflinks, inspired by the iconic gearstick head of the Continental GT.
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DIAMOND QUILTING TIE
A 100% silk tie inspired by
Bentley’s signature diamond
quilting, with a double interior
lining. Burgundy, Graphite.
MATRIX GRILLE TIE
In 100% silk, this striking tie
is inspired by Bentley’s iconic
matrix grille pattern. Blue/
Light Blue, Red/Light Blue.
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BULLS-EYE JEWELLERY
Elegantly contemporary in design,
these striking pieces in sterling
silver, embellished with black
enamel, are inspired by the iconic
bulls-eye air vents from the
interior cabin of a Bentley.
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BULLS-EYE TIE CLIP (top left) A stylish sterling silver tie clip features the iconic bulls-eye vent design in black enamel.
BULLS-EYE CUFFLINKS (bottom left) The beautiful sterling silver and black enamel cufflinks are inspired by Bentley’s bulls-eye vents. Subtly branded with laser-engraved Bentley wings.
LADIES BULLS-EYE NECKLACE (right) The bulls-eye vent design of this pendant on an adjustable sterling silver chain is a modern finishing touch to any outfit.
BULLS-EYE MONEY CLIP (opposite, far left) The striking bulls-eye design adorns this sterling silver and black enamel money clip.
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TIBALDI FOR BENTLEY GT SERIES
In partnership with artisanal Italian brand Tibaldi, renowned for crafting
luxury writing instruments since 1916, Bentley offers the exquisite GT Series
of pens. Sculpted from brass and finished in rhodium, each piece reflects the
unique mix of elegance and sporting intent of the Continental GT. Partial
lacquering delivers a sophisticated layered texture to the barrel. Available
in a selection of Bentley exterior paint colours, the range encapsulates the
style, performance and spirit of the Bentley marque.
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GT FOUNTAIN PEN (top) The Italian-crafted fountain pen features an 18-carat white gold nib and Bentley knurling. Beluga, Silverlake Blue, Silver Tempest.
GT ROLLERBALL PEN (bottom left) A rhodium-plated rollerball with the Bentley typeface on the retaining clip and a cap design inspired by the cam cover. Silverlake Blue.
GT BALLPOINT PEN (bottom right) Effortlessly smooth writing is achieved with this businesslike ballpoint adorned with Bentley’s distinctive knurling and a cap design echoing the engine’s cam cover.
Beluga, St James’ Red, Silverlake Blue, Silver Tempest.
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DESK SET
Add a touch of refinement
to your workspace with this
English-crafted four-piece set
featuring leather writing mat,
two A4 letter trays and a
stationery tray. Portland.
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FLYING B LETTER OPENER (left) The chrome-plated letter opener echoes the Mulsanne’s emblematic winged mascot.
FLYING B PAPERWEIGHT (right) The stunning chrome-plated paperweight, inspired by the Flying B Mulsanne bonnet mascot, adds an eye-catching touch of style to your desk.
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HOME COLLECTION
This beautiful collection is all about the senses.
Bringing the interior style and craftsmanship of
Bentley cars into your home, the range embraces
tactile veneer, lavish leatherwork and magnificent
sculpture, as well as scented candles and diffusers
that evoke Bentley’s aromatic world. The serene,
neutral palette, brightened by silver accents, will add
touches of elegance throughout your living spaces.
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JEWELLERY CASE (top and opposite) This luxurious jewellery box has a stunning diamond quilt-patterned leather exterior and baize-lined interior box, with a large base compartment and two trays for rings and
small items. Ideal as a standalone piece for your home or as a gift for a special someone. Linen.
LEATHER BOTTLE HOLDER (bottom and right) The distinguished aluminium and leather bottle holder features Bentley’s distinct diamond quilt pattern and embossed emblem. Linen.
LEATHER TRAY (middle and right) An elegant addition to any home, the Italian-crafted leather tray features Bentley’s diamond quilt pattern and embossed emblem. Linen.
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LADIES EQUESTRIAN SQUARE
This sumptuous, 100% cashmere
throw is designed with a modern
equestrian print in subtle neutral
tones. An ideal comforting layer
for an outdoor event.
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EQUESTRIAN PICNIC BLANKET (top) A luxurious blend of 70% cashmere and 30% lambswool, with a waterproof cotton backing, makes this blanket a pleasure for alfresco feasts. Featuring a modern,
equestrian-themed design with jacquard Bentley wording.
EQUESTRIAN BLANKET (bottom) A contemporary equestrian design in the softest cashmere is a beautiful item for the home.
WINGS EMBLEM BLANKET (right) The soft pure lambswool blanket features a jacquard woven wings emblem bordered by the Bentley matrix grille pattern.
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NAIM FOR BENTLEY
The extraordinary performance and heritage of
nearly 100 years of Bentley have been applied to
award-winning Naim engineering and design. Luxury
materials, exquisite detailing and groundbreaking
technology combine to create world-class wireless
multi-room audio. Rich, effortless and room-filling,
Naim allows high-resolution music streaming from
virtually any source. It includes a rotary control
interface featuring Bentley’s signature knurling.
In iconic Portland from the exclusive Bentley colour
palette, and featuring premium aluminium to match
the Naim for Bentley cabin grilles, it is the perfect
meeting of style and substance.
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NAIM FOR BENTLEY MU-SO QB (top) The 300 watts of audio power and advanced connectivity are crafted into a stunning 22cm compact cube in Bentley’s Portland/Highland Hare colour palette,
while premium aluminium matches the Naim for Bentley cabin grilles. iOS and Android compatible.
NAIM FOR BENTLEY MU-SO (right and opposite) The 450 watts, six custom-designed drivers and powerful 32-bit processor deliver an exceptionally pure, rich and effortless sound. A rotary-controlled interface
features Bentley’s iconic knurling. iOS and Android compatible.
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WOODEN PLACEMAT (top left) The flawless walnut placemat, finished with Bentley knurling on a nickel-plated rim, is an elegant addition to your dining table.
CORKSCREW (top right) Echoing the shape of the Mulsanne door handle, this reassuringly weighty, polished chrome corkscrew is etched with the Bentley wings and distinctive knurling.
NAPKIN RINGS (bottom left) The two nickel-plated rings, embellished with the Bentley knurling pattern and laser-engraved Bentley emblem, complement the wooden placemat or look stunning on their own.
BOTTLE STOPPER (bottom middle) Inspired by the Bentley gear lever, the polished chrome bottle stopper features distinctive knurling and a black enamel centre.
WOODEN COASTERS (bottom right) The set of two walnut veneer coasters, featuring a Bentley knurling pattern on a nickel-plated rim, beautifully complements the wooden placemat.
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Left to right, Corkscrew, Napkin Rings,
Bottle Stopper, Wooden Coasters and
Wooden Placemat.
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KNURLING PHOTO FRAME (top) Bentley’s signature knurling creates a highly distinctive design on this silver-plated photo frame. 7in x 5in, 6in x 4in.
LEATHER INLAY PHOTO FRAME (bottom) Inlaid with the luxurious Portland leather that adorns the interiors of Bentley cabins, the silver-plated stainless steel photo frame is elegant and timeless in design.
10in x 8in, 7in x 5in, 6in x 4in.
TEALIGHT HOLDER (right) Bentley’s distinctive knurling adorns the elegant holder, perfect for holding the Nemus 11 and Tergus 37 tealights.
NEMUS 11 TEALIGHTS (right) Set of nine tealights. Burn time of four hours each.
TERGUS 37 TEALIGHTS (right) Set of nine tealights. Burn time of four hours each.
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Nemus 11 captivates with top notes of citrus
and bergamot infused with eucalyptus, leading
to a dry, distinctively woody heart, which
features cedarwood and vetiver.
Tergus 37 is a rich and intense scent with
distinctly sophisticated notes that evoke the
interior cabin of a Bentley. It captures leather
in layers of spice, with iris wood, vibrant saffron,
black pepper, frankincense and precious woods.

REED DIFFUSER – TERGUS 37 (left) Immerse the reeds in a refined diffuser, featuring a band of fine knurling detail on the cap, and fill your home with long-lasting scents.
REED DIFFUSER – NEMUS 11 (left) Add calming scented ambience to any living space with a decorative luxury diffuser, featuring Bentley’s distinctive knurling detail on the cap and emblem on the bottle.
TERGUS 37 SCENTED CANDLE (right) The luxury candle comes in a refined glass vessel in Portland with a subtle Bentley logo. 200ml, burn time approx 45 hours; 100ml, burn time approx 35 hours.
NEMUS 11 SCENTED CANDLE (right) A luxury candle with an inviting woody scent. Portland-coloured glass with a subtle Bentley emblem. 200ml, burn time approx 45 hours; 100ml, burn time approx 35 hours.
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BENTLEY BLOWER SCULPTURE
LIMITED EDITION
This solid bronze sculpture captures
Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin at the wheel of
his favourite Bentley, which he drove to
second place in the 1930 French Grand
Prix. Set on a black granite plinth, this
collector’s item is a captivating addition
to any mantelpiece or sideboard.
Handcrafted in England.
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GT3-R SCULPTURE LIMITED EDITION (top left) The most uncompromising and focused car ever built by Bentley is yours in a pure bronze statue, mounted on a black granite plinth. Handcrafted in England.
LALIQUE FOR BENTLEY CRYSTAL FLYING ‘B’ PAPERWEIGHT (top right) An exquisite representation of timeless beauty, the modern Lalique masterpiece draws on the values of both the French crystal
manufacturer and Bentley. Crafted in the shape of the iconic Flying ‘B’, this unique paperweight is inspired by the legendary car mascots created by René Lalique in the 1920s.
LE MANS SPEED 8 SCULPTURE LIMITED EDITION (bottom left) The moment the Bentley Boys returned to Le Mans in 2003 with memorable first and second places is celebrated in a solid bronze statue on a
black granite plinth. A fantastic piece for collectors. Handcrafted in England.
BREITLING FOR BENTLEY DESK CLOCK (bottom right) The distinguished desk clock embodies the relationship between Swiss timepiece experts Breitling and Bentley. An original and refined design is enhanced
by meticulous production and flawless finishing, which includes the marque’s signature knurling and the finest Piano Black veneer. A silver-toned dial is enhanced by the Bentley wings emblem.
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FRAGRANCE COLLECTION
A unique expression of luxury, our extraordinary
fragrances for men capture the essence and
embody the spirit of Bentley. Created by leading
French perfumers Nathalie Lorson, Mylène Alran and
Mathilde Bijaoui from the finest ingredients – such
as sandalwood, ambergris, tonka bean, papyrus
and lavender – the exclusive scents are bottled
in elegant designs inspired by the streamlined
curves and exceptional materials that make
Bentley cars so distinctive.

SECRET INGREDIENTS
Potent and precious natural materials are the essence of
Bentley’s collection of fragrances for men.
From fresh and herbaceous to dusky and sensuous, the coveted
ingredients in our fragrances are sourced from every corner of the
globe. Carefully harvested and responsibly sourced, these precious
ingredients represent the pinnacle of luxury.
When perfumer Nathalie Lorson was seeking to evoke the sophisticated
masculinity of Bentley Momentum, she chose violets from France.
This herbaceous plant is known for its sweet-scented flowers, but it
is the leaves, with their fresh and grassy aroma, that are transformed
into Violet Leaf Absolute for use in perfumery. Lorson went a
step further, crafting a violet green accord exclusively for Bentley
Momentum, matching it with sensuous grey amber to embody the
refined and timeless scent. Cypriol is the woody, spicy essential
oil derived from papyrus roots in India’s wetlands, which is a key
heart note in Lalique for Bentley Crystal White Edition. Similarly,
the aroma of elemi, a prized Arabian tree resin, forms an essential
component of the masculine and modern Bentley Infinite Intense.
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BENTLEY MOMENTUM (left) Bentley’s vibrant new modern scent boldly combines aromatic freshness with vibrant woods, delivering wonderful notes of aquatic accord, jasmine and moss. The bottle, inspired by
New York City’s soaring skyline, features a cap with iconic Bentley knurling. Eau de Toilette Natural Spray, 100ml.
BENTLEY MOMENTUM INTENSE (top right) Building up the intensity of the Momentum composition, this highly concentrated fragrance contains new ingredients that heighten the contrast between top and base
notes. With notes of elemi, lavender, geranium and sandalwood, the vibrancy of the blend is boosted to create a bold and energising fragrance with complex facets. Eau de Parfum Intense Spray, 60ml and 100ml.
BENTLEY MOMENTUM HAIR & BODY SHAMPOO (bottom right) Bentley’s Momentum fragrance in a hair and body shampoo, 200ml.
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BENTLEY FOR MEN (top and bottom left) Bentley’s original fragrance distils the essence of the marque with woody, fresh, leathery tones. The distinctive curved bottle is embellished with the Bentley logo and
knurling. Eau de Toilette, 60ml and 100ml.
BENTLEY FOR MEN HAIR & BODY SHAMPOO (middle) Bentley’s original fragrance in a shampoo for hair and body, 200ml.
BENTLEY FOR MEN INTENSE (right) Blending the fullness of African geranium with elegant patchouli, this more concentrated perfume provides a masculine fragrance with extra depth to offer a long-lasting,
truly intense fragrance. Eau de Parfum, 100ml.
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BENTLEY FOR MEN AZURE (left and middle) A contemporary burst of freshness makes an immediate impact, with the invigorating cocktail of citrus, delicious fruity pineapple and the wonderful herbaceous aroma
of violet leaves immediately transporting you into fresh fields of blue. Eau de Toilette, 100ml and 60ml.
BENTLEY FOR MEN AZURE HAIR & BODY SHAMPOO (right) Bentley’s Azure fragrance in a shampoo for hair and body, 200ml.
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BENTLEY INFINITE (top left) An exciting succession of scents takes you through natural, fresh, citrus top notes to green, aromatic hints of lavender and cedar that embody the freedom and individuality of the
marque. The woody aromatic fragrance is housed in a contemporary bottle emblazoned with the Bentley wings and knurling detail. Eau de Toilette, 100ml and 60ml.
BENTLEY INFINITE HAIR & BODY SHAMPOO (middle) Bentley’s Infinite fragrance in a shampoo for hair and body, 200ml.
BENTLEY INFINITE INTENSE (bottom left) The Intense version of Bentley Infinite delivers an even longer-lasting experience. Eau de Parfum, 100ml.
BENTLEY INFINITE RUSH (right) The striking crackled-effect bottle hints at the exhilarating fragrance within; pink berries, rosemary and mandarin evoke an adrenaline rush before woody base notes conjure up
Bentley’s world of luxury, refinement and warmth. Eau de Toilette Natural Spray, 60ml and 100ml.
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LALIQUE FOR BENTLEY
WHITE CRYSTAL EDITION
A masterpiece of fine crystal, precious
perfume and luxurious design. Lalique
has crafted Bentley’s first ever crystal
perfume flacon, formed of a square bottle
bearing a Flying ‘B’ mascot, whose wings
epitomise timeless beauty. Inside, the
unique, precious elixir radiates notes of
white cedarwood, patchouli, papyrus and
dry amber. Mylène Alran, from the French
perfume house Robertet, has taken the
opportunity to lavishly use the most
precious essences in the world to express
the perfume’s uniqueness and worth.
Flacon size, 40ml, with 100ml refill.
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BENTLEY
Inspired by the cars that adorn both the racetrack and
the road, our range of models, games and pastimes has
been designed for true Bentley aficionados. The
exciting selection of scale replicas of both racing and
road cars offers exceptional attention to detail, with
the authenticity of each piece ensured by the
involvement of our Bentley design team during the
entire development process. These limited-edition
collector’s items feature precision-matched Bentley
colours and realistic reproductions of leather and veneer
finishes, supported by our Colour and Trim team. New
this year is a selection of wooden toys to start the next
generation of Bentley enthusiasts off in style.

NEW BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT
The new 2018 Bentley Continental
GT is the epitome of grand touring
style and is renowned the world
over for being powerful, refined,
luxurious and exhilarating in
equal measure.
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NEW CONTINENTAL GT 1:43 (top and bottom left) The powerful, streamlined curves of the 2018 model year new Continental GT are replicated in this resin model in the eye-catching colour of the official launch
car. Rubino Red with Linen & Hotspur interior.
NEW CONTINENTAL GT 1:43 (top and bottom right) This immaculately detailed resin model accurately replicates the powerful, streamlined curves of the 2018 model year new Continental GT. Hallmark with
Linen & Beluga interior.
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BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT V8 S
Tuned for power, the Bentley
Continental GT V8 S delivers
exceptional performance while styling
cues emphasise its sporting credentials.
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CONTINENTAL GT V8 S 1:18 Limited edition of 250 individually numbered, resin scale models of the sporting coupé. 2016 model year. Jetstream with Imperial Blue & Linen interior. Also shown, Leather Inlay Photo Frame.
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BENTAYGA 1:18 (left and top right) The doors, bonnet and boot open on this spectacular replica 2016 Bentayga to reveal an impeccably detailed interior. Orange Flame with Newmarket Tan & Linen interior.
BENTAYGA 1:43 (middle) The world’s finest luxury SUV is replicated in a limited-edition die-cast model. 2016 model year. Glacier White & Fire Glow interior.
BENTAYGA 1:43 (bottom) Die-cast model of the world’s finest luxury sports utility vehicle. 2016 model year. Dark Sapphire with Newmarket Tan & Linen interior.
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BENTLEY BENTAYGA
Imposing, powerful and versatile,
Bentley Bentayga opens up a
realm of luxury and performance
never seen before in a sports
utility vehicle. Quite simply,
it is the world’s fastest, most
luxurious SUV.
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FLYING SPUR
SILVER PLATED 1:43
The sophisticated silhouette
of the second generation 2013
Flying Spur is captured in this
special-edition, silver-plated
die-cast model with detailed
Imperial Blue interior.
Also shown, Tibaldi for Bentley
GT Rollerball Pen and Organ
Stop Cufflinks.
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FLYING SPUR 1:18 (top left) Open the bonnet, boot and doors of this die-cast model to reveal an exquisitely crafted interior. 2013 model year. Damson with Damson & Linen interior.
FLYING SPUR W12 1:43 (top right) Inside the die-cast 2013 replica is an immaculately detailed interior, including picnic tables and rear screen entertainment packs. Features 21in wheels and distinctive
brightware features picked out in fine detail. Pale Brodgar with Beluga & Portland interior.
S1 FLYING SPUR 1:43 (bottom left) A glorious tribute to the first four-door style approved for the Continental; H.J. Mulliner’s 1958 four-door body with a rare four-light design, finished in black with grey interior
and Burr Walnut veneer.
FLYING SPUR 1:43 (bottom right) Glimpse picnic tables and rear screen entertainment packs fitted to the straight-fluted, sculptured seats inside the 2013 Flying Spur. Dark Sapphire with Imperial Blue & Portland interior.
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MULSANNE SPEED 1:43 This gleaming Italian-crafted resin model is finished with the exact specification of the 2016 Geneva Motor Show launch car. Julep with Beluga interior.
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BENTLEY MULSANNE SPEED
The world’s most powerful
four-door car, the Bentley
Mulsanne Speed offers a
sporting take on supreme
luxury. Assertive exterior
styling and dynamic interior
features deliver pure driving
pleasure and supreme comfort.
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BENTLEY CONTINENTAL GT3
The race-winning Bentley
Continental GT3, based on
the Continental GT, is an
extraordinary speed machine
that competes in different
series on four continents at
some of the most legendary
race tracks in the world.
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CONTINENTAL GT3 BATHURST BRAKE PAD 1:43 (top left and right) Own a part of Bentley history with this genuine 2016 brake pad from the car that raced at Bathurst 12 Hour, used in the garage during the
electrifying race. Complemented by a faithful scale reproduction of the race car in a strictly limited edition of eight. Presented within an acrylic cover complete with a signed certificate of authenticity.
CONTINENTAL GT3 BATHURST 2016 1:43 (bottom left and right) The striking green and white livery of the iconic Bentley Continental GT3 race car is reproduced in all its glory in this resin scale model celebrating
Bathurst 12 Hour. Limited to 150 individually numbered pieces.
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SPEED 8 #7 2003 1:18 Finely detailed carbon-fibre Racing Green model of the car that raced to victory at Le Mans in 2003, signalling Bentley’s thrilling return to the 24-hour race. Appreciate the extraordinary
attention to detail, including communication antennae, carbon-fibre detailing and authentic interior. Limited to 1,000 pieces.
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CONTINENTAL GT3
REMOTE CONTROL CAR 1:14
The full-function radio remote
control Bentley Continental
GT3 model has the look of a
professional racing car and the
acceleration of an elite toy motor,
perfect for the younger Bentley
enthusiast. It features a detailed
interior and exterior in white with
Bentley Continental GT3 livery.
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WOODEN GARAGE (left and opposite) This FSC-certified wooden garage provides endless fun for a young Bentley Boy or Girl. Three fun storeys, including two functional turntables, heliport, manual elevator,
fuel pump and washing station, aid creativity and role play in children. Age three years and over.
2 IN 1 WOODEN SHAPE SORTER (top and bottom right) The Bentayga-inspired toy will help children develop coordination and logical thinking as they play. Pull the string to lift the five shapes out of the boot.
FSC-certified wood. Age three years and over.
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BENTLEY RAVENSBURGER MEMORY GAME The extraordinary is made unforgettable. All of the family will enjoy this simple and fun game, pairing up 36 sets of high-quality Memory picture cards
featuring Bentleys both past and present.
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BENTLEY RAVENSBURGER PUZZLE
Reconstruct the exciting moment when
the Continental GT3 burst back on to
the track at the Bathurst 12 Hour
with this 300-piece jigsaw puzzle.
Age nine years and over.
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SIZING INFORMATION
MENS INDEX
SIZE INT.

BUST/CHEST (cm)

HIPS (cm)

S

96

94

M

102

100

L

108

106

XL

114

114

XXL

122

122

SIZE INT.

BUST/CHEST (cm)

WAIST (cm)

HIPS (cm)

XS

86

63

90

S

92

66

96

M

98

72

102

L

104

78

108

XL

110

85

114

SIZE INT.

BUST/CHEST (cm)

HIPS (cm)

BODY HEIGHT (cm)

3–4 YEARS/104

56

58

104

4–5 YEARS/110

58

60

110

5–6 YEARS/116

60

62

116

6–7 YEARS/122

62

64

122

7–8 YEARS/128

64

66

128

LADIES INDEX

CHILDRENS INDEX

The products in this brochure may be subject to further development and specifications may change.
For the latest information please visit www.bentleycollection.com
To reorder this brochure, please use the following part numbers:
English (no pricing)

TSD12807

English EUR

TSD12809

English GBP

TSD12808

German EUR

TSD12811

English USD

TSD12810

For more information, contact your local Bentley representative or visit www.bentleycollection.com
Bentley Motors Limited, Pyms Lane, Crewe, Cheshire, CW1 3PL, England. www.bentleymotors.com
The products, including their fabrics and colours, are subject to change without notice. Your Bentley Retailer will always have the latest information.
The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ wings design are registered trademarks of Bentley Motors Limited.
Bentley Motors Limited acknowledges the rights of third parties in other trademarks. © 2017 Bentley Motors Limited. Printed in England.

